Sonochemical degradation of alkylbenzene sulfonate surfactants in aqueous mixtures.
The degradation of nonvolatile surfactants sodium 4-octylbenzene sulfonate (OBS) and dodecylbenzenesulfonate (DBS) and a nonvolatile nonsurfactant 4-ethylbenzene sulfonic acid (EBS), as single components and binary mixtures, were studied under 354 kHz ultrasound. In addition, the effects of pulsed ultrasound on degradation were also examined. Results show that in mixtures of the surfactant OBS and nonsurfactant EBS, the surfactant is selectively degraded. The reduced degradation of EBS was dependent on the mixed molar ratio of EBS/OBS. The degradation of OBS was unaffected by the presence of EBS at a molar ratio of OBS/EBS > or = 1. Furthermore, OBS degradation was significantly enhanced under pulsed ultrasound. In OBS and DBS surfactant mixtures sonicated under pulsed ultrasound, surfactants strongly affected each other's degradation rates due to competition for the reaction sites on the cavitation bubble surfaces. OBS exhibits a faster degradation rate than DBS at shorter pulse intervals due to its faster rate of transfer to the cavitation bubble interfaces. At longer pulse intervals, DBS, which is more surface active, degrades faster than OBS due to the increased amounts of DBS accumulation on the bubble surfaces.